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The next day when Lin Hao woke up, he found that Shen Xiyan had already woken up,
Lin Hao looked around and noticed that there were brand new clothes next to the bed,
obviously prepared by Shen Xiyan for him.Lin Hao looked outside the window and found

that the weather outside today was also very nice and sunny.

Shen Xi Yan was incomparably serious and very attentive in making breakfast for Lin Hao,
and now the two of them seemed to have eased into their positions.In the past when they

were together, it was Lin Hao who woke up in the morning to make her breakfast, but
now it was Shen Siyan who woke up very early in the morning to make breakfast for Lin
Hao.Right now, Shen Siyan was in the kitchen making breakfast for Lin Hao, and Lin Hao

was standing quietly at the top of the stairs, smiling at her, looking at her own stunning

red face, looking at his own extremely beautiful wife.It was as if every inch of Shen

Siyan's body was so perfect and flawless in Lin Hao's opinion ......

As if there was telepathy, the next moment Shen Xiyan turned back, and then saw Lin Hao

who was smiling at her from behind.Shen Siyan had a smile in her eyes and said gently to

Lin Hao, "It's not done yet, why don't you sleep for a while?I thought I'd call you later

when it was done. ......"

Shen Xi Yan's words were incomparably gentle, and her voice was also very beautiful.Lin
Hao looked at Shen Siyan's beautiful cheeks, looking at her tall and curvaceous body, Lin
Hao found that his body couldn't help but react, recently Lin Hao didn't know what was

wrong, every time he saw Shen Siyan, he couldn't help but control his body a bit, he
wanted to eat Shen Siyan, of course that kind of eating ah ......

Lin Hao smiled as he walked up to Shen Xiyan and, unprepared for Shen Xiyan, directly
embraced her, holding her tightly in his arms ......

"Ah ...... "Shen Xiyan was suddenly held by Lin Hao, and she couldn't help but just cry

out.When she felt Lin Hao's warm and domineering body, she felt her face burn.



"Don't ...... the meal isn't ready yet ...... mmm ......" said Shen Xi Yan blushing and

gasping at Lin Hao.Because just now she felt that Lin Hao's hand had reached inside her

pajamas ......

Lin Hao smiled slightly and used his other hand to turn off the fire on the stove.The next
moment he was in the midst of Shen Xiyan's delicate voice.He directly stopped Shen

Siyan and hugged her.Holding Shen Siyan in his arms, he went upstairs ......

"What are you ...... you doing?"Shen Xi Yan's small, white, slender hand grabbed Lin

Hao's collar, incomparably shy.As Lin Hao carried her upstairs, her pretty face became

more and more red.She already knew what Lin Hao wanted to do, but it was because she
knew that she was even more shy, so right now the voices she spoke to Lin Hao were

much, much lower.Incomparably shy ......

It was just that what Shen Siyan didn't know was that a big beauty like her, who was

incomparably perfect no matter her face or body, when she then made a shy expression,
how tempting you would look and how deadly it would be to men.

At this moment, Shen Siyan's head was deeply attached to Lin Hao's bosom, her long,
straight legs, as Lin Hao walked up the stairs, just wobbled, and under the sunlight, it was
so tempting.Shen Shi Yan was now being held by Lin Hao like she was a princess.She was
both happy and shy, and then she suddenly realized that her entire body softened as she

felt Lin Hao's overbearing air ......

... I did not eat enough last night oh ......".

"Don't, it's early in the morning, later on Gu Yue and the others will come ...... "Shen Shi

Yan saw Lin Hao admitted it herself, and there was a slight fear in her heart, just now Gu

Yue said that later on Wang Shufen and the others will come over, then Lin Hao now

wants to do that kind of thing, how embarrassing it would be if Gu Yue and the others

saw it later on ......

But Lin Hao, the Demon King, didn't care about those, he didn't care at all about Shen
Siyan's words, and he had already put Shen Siyan on the bed at this moment.Shen Siyan

grabbed Lin Hao's collar and said to him, "Honey, it's better not to, you're all dressed
up ......"

Lin Hao said indifferently, "It's fine, just put it back on later ......"



"But, but ......" when Shen Xiyan still wanted to say something.Lin Hao's body was already
on top of her: "There is no but's, we just got married ah, and the marriage certificate we

have already received ah, we are legal, you can't run away ah ......"

Shen Siyan blushed, she felt her entire body starting to burn, just now she was able to say

a few words of rejection to Lin Hao, but now she was unable to say anything, her
beautiful eyes, watery.Shen Siyan's face felt Lin Hao's incomparably hot nose, knowing
that she was afraid that she couldn't refuse Lin Hao, she couldn't escape.
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In the next moment, Shen Caiyan could only bite her lips, somewhat pitifully to Lin Hao,
whispering to the utmost, "Hubby, then you ...... gently, gently ......."

Lin Hao was especially happy as he looked at Shen Caiyan's enchanting and touching

appearance and listened to her seductive words.Then in the midst of Shen Siyan's scream,
the two of them were blindfolded again ......

After an hour, Shen Shiyan, who was weak all over, looked at Lin Hao, who was dressed

and sitting in front of her, and was speechless.

Lin Hao looked at that ghostly little look of Shen Xiyan, can't help but feel satisfied,
smiled and scratched Shen Xiyan's little nose and said: "Alright, you rest for a while, I'll
go cook for you ah ......"

Shen Xi Yan listened to Lin Hao, a big pig's hoof, and became so angry that she clenched

her small fist and gritted her teeth to stare at Lin Hao fiercely.Because before she was
about to cook the rice ah.Then Lin Hao was interrupted, this pawn error is more than an

hour past ......

Lin Hao looked at Shen Xi Yan's somewhat angry appearance, so he quickly ran out.And
when Lin Hao just left, Shen Xi Yan received a WeChat from Yue Gu, Yue Gu said they

would arrive in half an hour.Shen Suyan was alarmed, quickly put on her pajamas and

went to the bathroom to take a shower, Shen Suyan was in a hurry all the way to the

shower to get dressed and then put on makeup.When everything was done, she was just in
the living room when there was a knock from Yue Gu at the door.



Shen Suyan got up to open the door for Yue Gu, but just after taking two steps, she felt
her two long legs trembling, while Lin Hao was still looking at her and smiling

secretly.This made Shen Siyan so angry that she could not wait to rush straight to Lin

Hao's side and bite him hard!After Shen Shi Yan finally gave Lin Hao a vicious glare, she
went to open the door for Yue Gu and the others.

Because Shen Siyan came over in a hurry yesterday, although Lin Hao had prepared some

clothes for her here, they were all of the casual variety.At this moment, Shen Siyan was

wearing a white shirt on top, a pair of skinny jeans on the bottom, and a pair of black

high-heeled boots on her feet.Especially the pair of skinny jeans she wore on her legs,
showing off her figure perfectly.Especially those long legs, which looked even longer ......

After Yue Gu entered the door, he looked at the clothes on Shen Xi Yan's body, then
looked at her walking a trembling.With an incomparably ambiguous look on her face, she
whispered in Xi Yan's ear, "Xi Yan, you have to be careful about restraint ah ......."

Shen Xi Yan's face turned even redder when she heard this.And Wang Shufen and Leng

Qiu Ya were just laughing on the side.Everyone was a woman who had come over and

was also a woman, so naturally they knew what was going on.And it seemed like the

three of them women especially liked to see Shen Xiyan's embarrassment.Shen Shyan was

so shy that she couldn't see anyone, and quickly ran to the kitchen to help, and drove out

that big pig's hoof Lin Hao ......

Lin Hao had been smiling the whole time, and he was thick-skinned enough.He was just
curious as well, why did Wang Shufen and the others come over so early in the

morning?Well, although it's already eleven o'clock in the morning, it's not exactly
morning.But according to the customs and etiquette in China, he should be the one

bringing Shen Shiyan to visit Wang Shufen and Leng Qiu Ya, but they are now taking the

initiative to come over ......

"Mom, what are you guys doing over here in the closed land?Xi Yan and I were planning

to go to your place later ......" Lin Hao asked out the doubt in his heart.

After hearing Lin Hao's words, Wang Shufen wanted to speak but couldn't, and Leng Qiu

Ya beside her had a very complicated face, biting her lips, but also looked like she wanted
to speak but didn't know how to do so.And when Yue Gu saw that Leng Qiu Ya had

something to say to Lin Hao, she went to the kitchen to look for Shen Shi Yan.



When Yue Gu left, Lin Hao looked at Leng Qiu Ya and asked, "Oh, Mom, you should have

come to see me for the Leng family matter, right?"

When Leng Qiu Ya heard this, she incomparably nodded to Lin Hao in a complicated

manner, "Lin Hao, about the Leng family, I ...... me ......"

Before Leng Qiu Ya had finished speaking, Lin Hao's face went cold.His body instantly

burst out with endless coldness, and there was even a crazy flash of killing intent in his

eyes, and in the next moment, Wang Shufen and Leng Qiu Ya felt as if the temperature

around them had dropped several degrees ......

The hostility in Lin Hao's body grew heavier and heavier, and he looked at Leng Qiu Ya's
face and became more and more ill ......
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After Wang Shufen and Leng Qiu Ya saw Lin Hao's face, their hearts went ice cold. Wang

Shufen took a deep breath and stood up, she decided that she wouldn't be involved in the

Leng family's affairs. Firstly she already didn't have any good feelings towards the Leng

family. Secondly she also didn't want her presence to give Lin Hao an extra hint of worry

when making his choice.

Leng Qiu Ya didn't have any complaints in her heart about Wang Shufen's
departure either. This was supposed to be her matter, this was supposed to be her Leng

family's matter, and on this matter of Lin Hao targeting the Leng family, she didn't really
have any qualifications to interfere. She had given birth to Shen Xiyan, but she hadn't
been there to raise Shen Xiyan since she was a child after all! In comparison, she wasn't
even as good as Wang Shufen.

After Lin Hao and then Wang Shufen left, his eyes were cold as he said to Leng Qiu

Ya, "Aunt Leng, what do you want for the Leng family?"

Leng Qiu Ya's body just trembled when she heard Lin Hao's words! Because before
Lin Hao had called her mom. But right now Lin Hao's name calling was an instant change.
And right now as she was being stared at by Lin Hao, she was cold all over her body and

the cold sweat on her back couldn't stop flowing down her back!

And right now, Lin Hao was really angry in his heart. Leng Qiu Ya had come to the

house to talk to him about the Leng family in front of Shen Xi Yan! What is this? Moral

abduction? Oh ...... I'm sorry, he, Lin Hao, is never threatened by anyone! And he never

considered himself a good man! The human species is a species that can't change its



nature, and you expect a bad guy to change for the better? Oh, maybe some of them will

change. But why should he, Lin Hao, give it a chance? On what grounds?

Leng Qiu Ya saw Lin Hao staring at her coldly at the moment, and she knew that

she had to give Lin Hao a reply now. In fact, Leng Qiu Ya thought about it all night last

night, and she stayed awake the entire night. She had a good heart, even if it was the Leng
family and her own father Leng Changjiang treated her that way, she didn't want Leng
Changjiang to die! That's why last night, after she felt that Shen Xiyan would not be

persecuted by the Leng Family in the future, her heart rose to plead for mercy for the Leng

Family. After all, she had been in the Leng Family for over forty years! Forty years! And
Leng Changjiang was her real father, even if Leng Changjiang did that to her! After all,
Leng Feng was also her own nephew!

From a certain point of view, Leng Qiu Ya's character is more like a holy mother,
and when she turns over a new leaf, her heart wants to go spare those who have hurt

her ......

And right now Leng Qiu Ya clearly felt Lin Hao's displeasure, felt the anger in Lin

Hao. But she still bit her lips, and with a bang, she knelt down in the living room, facing
Lin Hao: "Lin Hao, let the Leng family go, things are over, let them live, you have any

anger, all directed at me, okay? I beg of you ......"

Buzz ...... When Leng Qiu Ya kneeled down to Lin Hao, the moment Lin Hao's
murderous aura of picking up zero earth west lovingly, he could no longer suppress it! Lin
Hao's eyes grew colder and colder, and in the next moment, the temperature in the huge

living room all seemed to drop several degrees ......

And at this moment, Wang Shufen, Yue Gu, and Shen Shi Yan, all of them also

fiercely looked this way.When Leng Qiu Ya spoke just now, her voice was quite loud, and
the sound of her kneeling was also very, very loud, and at once, it caused all the people to
look this way ......

Wang Shufen didn't dare to look at Leng Qiu Ya and frowned deeply. Yesterday,
Leng Qiu Ya stayed with her all night, and last night Leng Qiu Ya told her that she didn't
want to see the destruction of the Leng family and wanted to talk to Lin Hao. But Wang

Shufen never expected Leng Qiu Ya to do that! And Shen Shiyan is right here! Leng Qiu

Ya's approach, isn't this just like roasting Lin Hao over a fire?



And at this moment, Yue Gu and Shen Siyan were also frowning at Leng Qiu Ya's
side. When Shen Siyan saw Leng Qiu Ya kneeling in front of Lin Hao, she wanted to go

over, but Yue Gu held her back.

Lin Hao stared at Leng Qiu Ya who was kneeling in front of him and slowly said,
"May I ask ......, are you morally kidnapping me? Hmm?" The killing intent on Lin Hao's
body grew thicker. Leng Qiu Ya's actions today had greatly disappointed him, and the

little good feeling he originally had for Leng Qiu Ya had vanished into thin air. With such

a character as Leng Qiu Ya, I'm afraid that she had compromised with the Leng family

back then about her and Shen Congwen ......

Leng Qiu Ya was still kneeling in front of Lin Hao, biting her lips and pleading

with Lin Hao, "I'm sorry, I'm sorry, it's all my fault, now that it's all over, I beg you to let

the Leng family go, let them go, I beg you ...... bang bang bang... ..."

Leng Qiu Ya's tears fell as she said that, and then she thumped her head at Lin Hao.
As an elder, as Shen Xiyan's own mother, she was kowtowing to Lin Hao. She, Leng Qiu

Ya, had been in the Leng family for over forty years, she had feelings, and a few days ago,
she rebelled against the Leng family and drew a clear line with them, and she felt that was
enough. She will also protect Shen Xiyan, so right now when Shen Xiyan will be a

lifetime of glory in the future, she wants to plead for the Leng family ......

And in the next moment, Lin Hao was about to speak when Wang Shufen, who was
standing on the side, suddenly turned pale. Hastily walking in front of Leng Qiu Ya, she
shouted at Leng Qiu Ya, "Leng Qiu Ya, what do you mean? You're crazy, aren't you? You

want to be the Virgin Mary, you go be the Virgin Mary! Ji Yan and Lin Hao had gone

through so many hardships to be together. Don't you f**king forget, who imposed

suffering on the two of them in this Tianhai City? Huh? You ......"

Wang Shufen was still trying to say something, but Lin Hao waved his hand to stop

her. In the next moment, Lin Hao bowed his head, looked deeply into Leng Qiu Ya's eyes,
and slowly said with an icy face, "Leng Qiu Ya, I had thought that you were the biological

mother of Xi Yan, and that you would think on Xi Yan's side more often than not. I
originally thought that a biological mother would be desperate for her child, and I've
always thought that. But then you came along and now I have to question my worldview.
And just now I've finally figured out that the mother-child relationship is one that

encompasses two aspects: one is the gift of procreation, and the other is the gift of

nurturing! You did not have a nurturing gift for your cherished face, and you have no idea
how much she has suffered and suffered because you left her as a child ......"



Chapter 632

When Lin Hao was speaking here, Shen Xiyan, who was standing in the kitchen, had red

eyes. Wang Shufen's eyes were also red, and Leng Qiu Ya's tears were popping down, but
she still insisted on kneeling in front of Lin Hao, still without any flinching, although her

eyes were very complicated, but her attitude was still very firm ......

Leng Qiu Ya didn't speak to Lin Hao anymore, instead she turned to look at Shen

Xi Yan in the next moment. Leng Qiu Ya looked at Shen Xi Yan's reddened eyes, at the
way Shen Xi Yan was about to cry. She was also very unbearable in her heart, but after all,
in her heart, things were still all in the past, and she didn't want to see the Leng family

wiped out again ......

Leng Qiu Ya looked at Shen Xi Yan and begged, "Xi Yan, I'm sorry. It's mom who's
sorry for you, I'm really happy for you that you found a man like Lin Hao. But now that

it's all over, you're now the most dazzling and happy woman in the entire Tianhai City.
Your grandfather and the others also know that they were wrong, I asked them to

apologize to you, they will definitely apologize to you. Mom please, please, please tell Lin
Hao to let them go, okay? They've always done it for the family, too, and while they've
gone a little too far with their methods, aren't there no consequences now? Mom, please,
okay?"

Shen Siyan stared blankly at Leng Qiu Ya, and a tear in her eye popped and fell to

the ground. Shen Siyan took a deep breath, she looked at Leng Qiu Ya and then at Lin Hao
who had his back to her. She knew that at this moment if she said something to Lin Hao,
then Lin Hao would definitely agree to let go of the Leng family, and even if she nodded

to Lin Hao, then Lin Hao would definitely agree to let go of the Leng family for her sake.

Rather, in the past, she would go pleading with Lin Hao. But after all she had been

through in Tianhai City these past half a month, especially after experiencing Lin Hao's
life and death. And even more so after she knew how much Lin Hao had silently given for

her. At this moment, Shen Xiyan suddenly didn't want to be that chosen. For no other

reason, she just didn't want to make things difficult for the man who loved her the most

from now on, because of her. ......

Thinking of this, Shen Caiyan had a decision in her heart and lowered her head to

look at Leng Qiu Ya and slowly said, "I'm sorry, it was my whhryl.com mistake. I just
want to ask you a question, if ...... if Lin Hao was not Lin Tian, then what would I be like



now? Have you ...... ever thought about it? Have you ever thought about where I'd be if

Lin Hao hadn't come back? Is it marrying into the palace and marrying an ugly man to

pay your debts for you? Have you thought about it?"

Shen Xiuyan's eyes were filled with disappointment as she looked at Leng Qiu Ya.
Yes, in this world, not all the pain that happened can be forgiven after it's done, there are
some things that are just done and can't be forgiven. The wounds on the body will still

scar after it's healed, so won't the wounds on the heart?

Leng Qiuya's tears flowed even more, and she heard the coldness and accusation

in Shen Xiyan's words. Her eyes were incomparably complicated, and with tears

streaming down her face, she said to Shen Xiyan, "Xiyan, I'm sorry, I'm sorry. I can't just
stand by and watch those people in the Leng family die, I really can't, so even if you hate

me, I have to plead with them. I'm sorry Xi Yan, I'm really sorry ......"

Lin Hao still had his back to the crowd behind him at the moment, but when he

was in Nanjiang City, he had let Shen Ruoxue go in a moment of weakness. And the result
of his good intentions was that he let Shen Ruoxue appear in front of Shen Xiyan once to

hurt her! So this time, he didn't want to let the Leng family go, and although the Leng

family would regret it now on the surface, the human heart was too hard to guess. Just
because they were like this now, didn't mean they would still be like this in the future

after Lin Hao lost power ......

That's why Lin Hao didn't turn around, but all the same, he had been listening to

Shen Xiyan's words. If Shen Xiyan spoke to him, then he would also go and spare the Leng
family. Everything was waiting for Shen Siyan's choice ......

For a long, long time, Shen Shi Yan inhaled deeply and said slowly to Leng Qiu Ya,
"Okay, I'll let them go ......"

Leng Qiu Ya was overjoyed at the news and quickly smiled as she thanked Shen Xi
Yan, "Thank you Xi Yan, thank you, you have the same heart as mom, both are kind, both
are kind, thank you Xi Yan, thank you ......" Leng Qiu Ya shed tears as she thanked Shen

Xi Yan, there was a smile on her face as well, but the next moment she couldn't smile.

"I can make Lin Hao let the Leng family go, but from now on, I'm done repaying

the kindness you gave birth to me. In the future, please don't appear in front of me again,
you gave birth to me, but the one who raised me is not you. Now please leave ...... "After
Shen Xiyan finished speaking to Leng Qiuya, she no longer wanted to look at her and

turned to Wang Shufen ......



"Xi Yan ......" Wang Shufen saw Shen Xi Yan's face incomparably disappointed and

walked over to her. Wang Shufen's heart was incomparably miserable, it was all her,
when she proposed to Shen Xi Yan in Nanjiang Lin Hao, she wanted to let Leng Qiuya go

to see. And it was that time that recruited the Leng family, and then this series of things

happened later ......

Wang Shufen now regretted incomparably, regretting that she shouldn't have gone
soft in the first place!!!!

"Mom, I'm tired, I want to go up and rest for a while ......" Shen Xiyan opened her

mouth and called out to Wang Shufen, calling out to her mom.

Wang Shufen was incomparably moved at the moment as she listened to Shen
Suyan's voice, Mom. Wang Shufen nodded her head vigorously and said, "Mm! Mmm!
Come on, Mom will go up with you!"

As Shen Siyan walked up the stairs, she said to Lin Hao, who was sitting in the

living room, "Lin Hao, leave the Leng family alone, okay?"

Lin Hao didn't turn around, but nodded, "Good ......"

Shen Xi Yan incomparably complicated took a deep breath, and without looking at
Leng Qiu Ya any more, she turned around and went upstairs. Gu Serving Sun Lu Xi Lu Yi

Yue also followed, Leng Qiu Ya after seeing Lin Hao nodded his head yes, her heart was
violently relieved, but the next moment, her heart was incomparably complicated, she
did not know whether it was right or wrong, in order to keep the Leng family, it was clear
that she had once again lost Shen Xi Yan ......

"Satisfied ...... "Lin Hao stared at Leng Qiu Ya with a gloomy face and said slowly.

"I'm sorry, I ...... "Leng Qiu Ya with an incomparably complex xgchotel.com
complex face opened her mouth to Lin Hao, only she hadn't finished her sentence when

she was violently interrupted by Lin Hao: "Get out! "

Chapter 633

At twelve o'clock at noon, a gloomy-looking Mo Tianji walked into the door of the Leng

Family with Leng Qiuya. An hour ago, Mo Tianji had received an order from Lin Hao to



lift the blockade on the Leng family, and from now on, the people of the Leng family

would have nothing more to do with Shen Xiyan! The confused Mo Tianji called Yue Gu

and asked him about it, but when he found out what Leng Qiu Ya had done today, he
couldn't suppress the anger in his heart, but he couldn't disobey Lin Hao's order, so he

could only bring Leng Qiu Ya to the Leng family ......

Right now within the Leng family hall, the Leng family's group of first family

members were all sitting here, everyone's heart was filled with despair, everyone's eyes
were dark, and none of them had slept. Everyone was like Leng Feng, afraid that if they

fell asleep, they would never wake up again, so every one of them was simmering,
desperately simmering, greedily breathing the air of this world. But at the same time,
they waited with fear in their hearts for the final result ......

And at this moment, the Leng Changjiang of the Leng family, the Leng Changjiang
of the Leng family, who has been floating and sinking for decades in Tianhai City, is a
proud man. Now he was sitting in a chair with his eyes closed, he no longer had his usual

domineering spirit, in the past two days, his entire body looked as if he had aged a dozen

years, his entire body looked like a dying man on the verge of death. Yes, his entire
essence was gone, as if it had all been drained away ......

The last illusion in Leng Changjiang's heart disappeared yesterday after he learned
that Lin Tian was Lin Hao. There was no hope, the Leng family was finished, he had spent

his entire life to bring the Leng family to this level, and he was about to see the Leng

family promoted to the top family in Tianhai City. But something like this happened, his
life's hard work, countless calculations, all gone. He was also regretting in his heart,
incomparably regretting that if he hadn't done that to Shen Xiyan, then how glorious

would the Leng Family be now? But there are no regrets in this world ......

"Leng family, it's over, today that person is going to do it right ...... or not, it's
better to wait for the despair to come, but instead, it's even harder to bear ...... "Leng
Changjiang closed his eyes and lowered his head, his heart no longer holds any shred of

hope mumbled.

"I don't want to die, I don't want to die, I really don't want to die ...... "In the hall,
not far from Leng Changjiang's side, Leng Feng in his pajamas on the floor wailing, tears
in his voice, his eyes blackened, two eyes like a stern ghost red a red ......

And right now, the people around them had no reaction to Leng Feng's loud
wailing, they were left to wail there, they were no longer in any mood to take care of

Leng Feng. Everyone was thinking about their own matters in their hearts, waiting for the



final judgment to come, the Gong family was destroyed by that man, so what could they

do about the Leng family? In front of that terrifying man, any resistance was futile, and
now their hearts were filled with hatred for Leng Changjiang and Leng Feng, monstrous

hatred! This was originally a path to heaven in front of the Leng Family, but now it had

become their scythe of despair!

The Leng family's calamitous crowd all wanted to eat Leng Feng and Leng

Changjiang alive! It's just not necessary now, and they're going to be finished ......

And at this moment, just as the Leng family crowd was incomparably desperate, a
black-clothed Mo Tianji slowly walked in, Mo Tianji's face was incomparably gloomy.
And the moment Mo Tianji walked in, Leng Changjiang, who was sitting on the throne,
slowly opened his eyes at this moment, he looked at Mo Tianji, opened his cracked lips,
and slowly said to Mo Tianji, "Come close the cover of the ground intention to cover the

Wu zero whisk up ah ......".

Mo Tianji nodded, "Well, here goes."

Leng Changjiang looked at Mo Tianji with his two eyes impassive, and with the

last trace of prayer in his heart, he said, "I can die without you guys doing anything, but
can the rest of the Leng family be spared?" Honestly Leng Changjiang didn't have any
hope in his own heart when he said this to Mo Tianji, it was completely casual, and even

he didn't wait for Mo Tianji to speak, he knew the result, impossible ...... With the means

Lin Hao had used to annihilate the Gong family, it was impossible for Lin Hao to let them

go. Just the next moment, Mo Tianji's words made him stare at him fiercely.

In Leng Changjiang's godless eyes, Mo Tianji actually nodded, "Yes, you don't
have to die, and no one in your Leng family will die, my big brother let you go ......"

After Mo Tianji finished speaking, Leng Changjiang's body gathered and trembled,
and the next moment his eyes lit up with even more hope, and it wasn't just Leng
Changjiang at this moment. There was also Leng Feng, and everyone in the Leng family

hall, at this moment their eyes lit up, and all of them looked at Mo Tianji.

Leng Changjiang couldn't believe it and asked to Mo Tianji, "Why? Can you tell

me why? Why did that man leave us alone? Is this true?" At this moment, although Leng

Changjiang heard Mo Tianji admit it himself, he still couldn't believe it in his heart, he
was afraid that it was Mo Tianji joking with him, giving him hope first, then falling down

the butcher's knife and torturing them one last time before they died ......
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